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ABSTRACT

This report contains details and results which were obtained during the
design, installation and testing portion of a program, the intent of which
kas to demonstrate the technical feasibility of providing emergency DCD tele-
type communications through the use of a distributed network of commercial AM
broadcast stations. This was accomplished utilizing simplex operation with
no degradation to the commercial programing material and by duplex operation
with the insertion " a keyedaudio tone at 425 cycles. The latter intro-
duced some annoyannc to the home listener. However, the degree of intelli-
gibility, which • • primary consideration in an emergency, was not reduced.
The system wae OpL-ated in a trace route mode and in a flood mode and was
capable of being checked on a station-by-station basis by any user. The
design and equipment problems are discuseed and the accumulated data Is pre-
sented.
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SECTION I

PRELIMINARY RH4ARKS

This report presents the results of an experimental program conducted
by the Rome Air Development Center in support of Defense Communications Agency
Project 12500. The project (Use of Commercial Broadcast Facilities fdr
Emergency DOD Communications) involves the design, installation, test and
demonstration of a distributed communications system which utilizes standard
commercial broadcast facilities as nodes of the network. The intent is to
demonstrate the feasibility of establishing a hation-wide network which can
provide emergency communications for high priority government traffic.

"Distributed" or Decentralized communication systems are generally char-
acterized by the ability of the system to function when portions of the network
are inoperative. The importance of such design is obvious when military type
situations are considered. These systems have been treated in the literature
and various schemeý of operation examined in a hypothetical enemy attack type
of environment. 1 Such situations indicate that the reliability of the system
under attack is influenced not only by the redundancy level 2 of the system, but
also by the flexibility with which switching can occur. Appcndix I presents a
survivability analysis based on the application of these considerations to
this system.

It was with these general concepts in mind that we considered the following
specific set of system requirements:

1. The system would be an emergency type system only. It woald
utilize standard AM Commercial broadcast facility and would do so in a manner
which would not interfere with, or in any way degrade, the standard program-
ming material intended for the home listener. This is necessitated by the
fact that in an emergency the public becomes almost totally dependent on their
home radios for public information.

2. The system was to carry simplex and/or duplex teletype irfor-
mation at a speed of 1001Wpm. Since simplex 100PM operation had never been
attempted in the commercial broadcast envirounent, it was impossible to know
whether such operations could be accomplished without degradation to the standard
programming material. Tests conducted early in the program affirmed this
capability. Duplex operation at this speed, however, was still questionable
with regard to its interference properties. It was for thib reason that we
included two capabilities in our basic mode of operation. (Simplex operation
would be used for performing switching functions.)

1. Baran, Paul "On Distributed Communications" Aug. 1964 prepared for United
States Air Force Project Rand.

2. Ibid., Page 3, Vol. I Mr. Baran has defined Redundancy "1R as equal to
link to node ratio in an infinite array of stationb. lhile such a definition
is not numerically accurate in small networks it is still useful as a figure
of merit when comparing systems.
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Once the cirouit had been established it would be possible to operate either
simplex or duplex depending upon ouch considerations as interference level
and importance of message.

3. Circuits were to carry secure and non-secure information. This
requirement eliminated the possibility of utilizing store forward techniques,
since in such a system only the users could be considered secure for purposes
of utoriaig classified information. A store forward operation would require a
greater amount of completely automatic equipment in each facility. Station
personnel will not iecessarily be capable of adjusting or manning this equip-
ment and such extensive storage and processing could pose economically insur-
mountable reliability and maintainability problems. For this reason storage
would be lUited to information which in utilized in establishing and shutting
down circuits within the network.

4. The system would contain a lreceive only' capability. Such a
facility would be situated relatively close to a radio station and should
require only a minimum amount of installation. This capability would be
extremely desirable in a command and control situation.

5. Since simplex qperation would not afford the user the oppor-
tunity of obtaining message acknowledgment until the message header had been
completedjwe considered it necessary to provide the system with a checkout
procedure whereby the user could, through the use of a particular code format,
determine if the broadcast station which he intended to use was operational.
This technique will be discussed in the portion of the document labeled Logic
Design.

In the second section a description oi the logic design and system oper-
ation is presented. It is presented first to give the reader a better under-
standing of some of the reasons for selecting particular types of equipment.
These equipments will be elaborated upon in the sections of the report which
follow. In the section on data analysis the methods used for data collection
are discussed and the tabulations presented. The data was gathered on the net-
work shown in Figure 1. Some additional station parameters are shown in Table
I. These stations were selected utilizing antenna pattern plots located at
the Federal Communications Commission in Washington, D.C. Each facility was
then site-surveyed by a member of the engineering staff at RADC and in some
cases representatives of the FVC. The survey consisted of erecting a portable
version of the beverage antenna and measuring the signal emanating from the
various transmitting facilities from which we desired to receive. Some cir-
cuits were selected that would be marginal for at least part of the day. This
type of information is required for future design information. Such links made
the circuit extremely useful in spite of the reduced quality.

2
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TABLE I

STATION PARAMETERS

Station 24-Hour

call Freq. Power Location Operation

WABC 770 kH% 50 KW New York, N.Y. Yes

WkAR• 590 kHz 5 KW Scranton, Pa. Yes

WBZ 1030 kHz 50 KW Boston, Mass. Yes

war 810 kHz 50 KW Schenectady, N.Y. Yes

WAM 1180 kHz 50 KW Rochester, N.Y. Yes

K!W 1060 kHz 50 KW Philadelphia, Pa. Yem

WWRN 1150 kHz 5 KW Rcane, N. Y. No

WSY " 570 kHz 5 KW Syracu•e, N.Y. No

WTIC 1080 kHz 50 KW Hartford, Conn Yes

WTOP 1500 kHz 50 KW Uahington, D.C. Yea

WVA 1170 kHz 50 KW Wheeling, W. Va. Yea

4
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SECTION II

LOGIC DESIGN .4

1. General Introduction

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a typical Relay or Terminal facility. It I
contains n receivers which monitor the adjacent broadcast stations in the net-
work. Each broadcast station constitutes a node of the distributed network.
Each node monitors several adjacent nodes continuously but does not retransmit
information unless the information has been preceded by an appropriate code seq-
uence. This routing information is carried in the form of a message header.
The incoming information is compared against internally programmed headers and,
upon detection of the appropriate code sequence, a group of relays is activated,
thereby providing the basis for control. Such a device is commercially avail-
able and in the telegrapher's terminology is called a Sequence Selector 3 . These
devices are suitably noted in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

For purposes of desri..ption we shall define an alarm (sequence detection)
as a logical "I" state as opposed to logical "0" when there has been no header i
detection.

The flow diagram shown in Fig. 3 illustrates both the logic functions and
the consequential system functions.

It should be noted that each particular frequency which is monitored has
associated with it a sequence selector. This is necessary because a device
which would be common to all receivers would be seriously degraded by the noise ,
and interferenre contributions from all the received signals. Iten a function
is common to all receivers, (i.e. it provides the same system consequence regard-
less of the node from which the information is received), it is, wherever possible
included in Logic System L2. As will be shos';n later, L2 receives no information
until there is a logical 1 state in L1 . At this time all receiving systems
except the one in which the alarm occurred have been electrically removed from
the logic system.

Each sequence selector in (Logic System) LI is programmed to detect four
sequences of either 4 or 5 characters. These sequences are chosen by system-
atically arranging groups of characters which have a low probability of occur-
rence in normal text. Actually it is felt now on the- basis of our experience
that a three-character sequence would be adequate where false alarms in order of
once a day could be tolerated. This false alarm rate was tolerable in the
system described because the logical 1 occurrence in the Logic System LI act-
ivates a station clock which at the end of a specific period of time resets the
entire station, i.e. returns all functions to the zero or unactivated state.

3. Sometimes known as "Stunt Box"

5
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If this were not the case the system would remain in an alarmed condition
until an external reset was appl IU.

The character sequences (or programmed headers) have been given the
notatior a, b, or c with a subscript to identify the particular channel on
which the information is arriving. The header a, differs from a 2 and a,
differs from aj. The header bi and b, may or may not be the same stquenct,
and similarily oi and c may or may n t be the same. In this system b and
c sequences are used fc purposes of communications with a portion of or with
the entire group of network users. Situations where bi and b or cI and c.
are characterized by the same sequence pose some design problLms because tiere
are situations where such headers can arrive at a station from two separate
facilities close enough in ti;me that multiple alarms, (i.e. alarms by two
separate sequence selectors occur) which cause keying from two separate
facilities and consequently could result in garbling of the retransmitted
message. This was not a problem in the system described below because prop-
agation time was relatively short compared to a bit length. Had this not
been the case the problem could have been alleviated by suitable selection
of switching tire or by additional logic.

2. Trace Routing

Operation in the Trace Route mode is established utilizing the ak k
1.......n sequence. In this type of operation, the caomunications route is
established utilizing a specific group of stations. The reason may be to
minimize the number of stations in use, which would minimize the load on net-
work, or because of previous knowledge the user feels that this circuit pro-
vides the highest degree of reliability. For purposes of illustration consider
the following situations with reference to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. A message header
which contains the ak sequence has been detected by the sequence selector con-
taining the ak program providing a logical 1 at the output of LI. The follow-
ing system functions occur.

a. All other a, b and c alarms are inhibited, insuring that the
station is not alarmed by another user during the operation, and in addition
insuring that the problem known to communication system designers as "Ring
Around the Rosy" does not ocmcr.

b. Station frequency changes from its assigned carrier to either
mark or space frequency (+ 18 cps from carrier) depending upon the particular
current conditions in the-loop.

c. The station clock is activated. It will run for 15 minutes and
then reset the system. The clock prevents the utilization of the network con-
tinuously by any one user, and also provides automatic reset if the user is
unable to complete the message.

d. Traffic which folloieis directed to logic system L2 and is
regenerated and retransmitted.

4,8
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At this time it should be noted that if only this simplex capability were
desired the logic requirement would be considerably simpler. The initiator
would simply utilize a string of specific addresses which would travel from
node to node alarming each facility in the chain until it arrives at the in-
tended recipient. Additional complexity is required to eliminate the necessity
that a return channel be initiated with a new message header. Both circuits
must be established by the initiator at the time the original circuit is
established. When only the simplex: channel capability exists, the subscriber
would utilize the circuit in a "push to talk" mode, i.e. when the initiator
finishes the message the circuit is transferred to the recipient and vice versa.
In situations where full duplex channel is used, aimultaneous traiismiston in
both directions can be effected at the time of the message origination.

In Figure 4 a message is being transmitted through three node facilities.
If only a simplex capability exists only one direction at a time can be used.
Therefore, traffic which emlnates from direction 1 in Figure 4 can be received
on ak in node 1, ao in node 2 and a. in node 3. All other receivers must be
electrically removed from the communications channel. When the direction of
transmission reverses, however, ak, ao and a. must be removed and in place
communication via aq, am and a, must be effected. Hence, it is not only neces-
sary for the header to contain information for each node in the link but in
addition it must also provide each station with informatiok, regarding the
return channel. In our system, this was accomplished most efficiently by in-
cluding second channel information in logic system L2. Thus in Fig. 3 Ei i a
1, 2, 3 ........ n corresponds to alarm header of each facility which surrounds
the specific node and can form a communication circuit with it. The header
corresponding to ai in Fig. 4 would appear in logic system L2 of node 2. The
header a. would appear in logic system L2 of node 1.

To illustrate, consider the sequences of addresses shown in Fig. 5 which
could originate from direction 2. Not that am not only alarms node No. 2:it
also selects receiver ao in node 3 for the return channel in case a return
capability is necessary.

A logical 1 of the output of "and" Gate No. I (reference Fig. 3) accom-
plishes the link reversal function. This logic function requires, in addition
to the alarm of the adjacent node address a logical I from the function L.R.
This link reversing function code L.R. is sent when the initiator has completed
his portion of the message.

The message format in Fig. 4 from Direction I to 2 would be

I ~ a,, j a5 j mesage L.R.
The recipient can now transmit his reply. If he desires to return the

circuit to the initiator, this is accomplished by alarming function "U" in L2
because it simply returns function L.R. to the "0" state. The circuit is then
returned to the originator who can either repeat the process until time on the
circuit runs out or can drop the circuit.

9•
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The duplex operation is logically similar, i.e. Jtgiual 1 state is
rmquired at "And" Gate No. 2. This logical function occurs when there is
an alarm from both function Ei and function (DUP).

The message format for Duplex operation is:

ra--oa~s DUP ] message

Ccaninications circuits are operational in both directions before the message
begins. Thum the initiating individual is in a position to select the stations
which are to be utilized and in addition, choose the mode of operation. It
should be pointed rmt that in anticipation of the detrimental effect on comm-
ercial programing material during the duplex cperation of the network, radio
stations have been provided with a duplex lockout capability. This assurcs
the station commrcial quality against degradation due to accidental usage of
the full duplex capability. Once the integrity, of the logic system is assured
the station override would not he necessary.

3. Flood Routing

As was indicated previously function bk and ck are used when the initiator
is interpsted in communicating with a portion of the network's users or with
every user in the network simultaneously. The headers bk and ck do not there-
fore specify any specific channel; they merely stipulate a code which is common
to either a portion of the nodes or all the nodes. In this system bk repre-
sents communication to one half the network while ck represents con-nunications
to all the network. The header transmitted from a given nod,. simply alarms
each node which ia adjacent to it and that node in turn retransmits whatever
follows.

It can be shown that while this procedure does not select the most reli-
able circuit to each user it does effect the copmunication circuit Ln the most
rapid time. Figure 6 shows the communications links established after each
code ck is sent from RADC over the test network established for this program.

4. System Check-Out

A check-out procedure which could automatically evaluate the operational
capability of any particular station was incorporated into the aystem. This
system check-oat can be accomplished at any user of the network. Logic Sys-
tem L2 has been programmed so tbat the logical 1 state at the output of L.R.
activates a bit stream generator. This operation is inhibited when there is
also a logical 1 state from Ek k - 1, 2 ....... n. Therefore, the detection of
ak in Logic System Ll follo ed by detection of function L.R. causes the follow-
ing operation.

Activation of bit stream generator which contains the following infor-
mation: Identification Code of Station + L.R. Reset Code. This information
is transmitted over the air and simultaneously sent to Logic System L2- The
following functional operations have occurred. The relay facility has received
the function commonly utilized for link reversal. There has been, however, no
second address to indicate routing information for a return channel so Channel
ak of Logic System LI has electrically been removed thus insuring that even

12
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though the station has been alarmed no traffic can enter. The bit stream
generator having been activated, transmits the station code and follows this
with the L.R. reset function. Since L.R. has returned to the 0 state, the ak
channel is reopened and the node is "logically" the same as it was just after
the detection aic.

Now consider a second node facility which is to be checked through the
use of the node which was just checked. It is alanned by the sequence aj in
Logic System LI which has a corresponding address E, in L2 of the first station.
Upon detection of L.R. the following operations will occur. Station 2 will
operate exactlv as did the station in the first check-out, i.e. channel j will
be electrically removed. The bit stream generator will operate transmittingthe
station 2 identifying code, the L.R. reset code, and resetting the L.R. function
thereby reopening channel J. At station 1, however, the operation is slightly
different. E has been alarmed in L which inhibits the bit stream generator
operation in Atation 1. Upon the de~ection of L.R. function traffic is inhib-
ited on Channel k, howeveri it is permitted on Channel J (Channel j in Station
I receives Station 2). The transmission of the code from the bit stream gener-
ator of Station 2 is transmitted to Station 1 and back to the initiator. The
L.R. reset which is transmitted from Station 2 is received at Station 1 and
also provides a reset of L.R. in Station 1 returning the channel for incoming
traffic to K.

The initiator can now enter Station I on Channel K and the manner des-
cribed above interrogate each facility on a station by station basis insuring
their individual operation. Having accomplished this the user can now either
commiunicate with the intended recipient or is in a position to select an alter-
nate route.

5. Timing Problems

The operating time of the station switching function was found to be ex-
tremely important with regard to system operation. The inhibit function which
performs lock-out of all channels not in use should occur as rapidly as possible
(0.1 times the bit length or less). This not only minimizes the possibility of
multiple alarms at one facility, but, also insures that if a multiple alarm
occurs during a flood operation that that the distortion will be low enough so
that the systems regenerative repeater can properly reconstruct the traffic.

The sequence selector timing circuits begin operation on the first mark to
space transition which in practice always occurs before the 5 information bits
that make up a character. Therefore, switching operations which direct traffic
to another sequence selector must be accomplished at a time which insures that
the second sequence selector will not detect a mark to space transition other
than one that is at the beginning of a character. This is best accomplished
during the stop baud of the code since it is standardized as a mark. Therefore,
while actual detection occurs at the center of the fifth information baud (sixth
telegraph baud) the switching should not occur until the center of the stop baud
(7th telegraph baud). The next header to follow would then by standardization
be a space (first bit of the next character), the sequence selected would detect
a mark to space transistion and the sequence selector begin its timing operation.

14
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Link reversing function (L.R.) and (R) as well as the system reset (S.R.)
function are all characterized by the same timing problem. In this situation
the actual relay operation should not occur until sufficient time has elapsed
for all information bits to be retransmitted to the next facility. In this
system this time is a minimum of 20 ms. Therefore, while the detection of
these sequences occurs at the center of the fifth information baud the switch-
ing shnild not take place until a minimum of 20 me or 1.5 bits later.

The operation of the bit stream generator, which occurs during the check-
out portion of the system, shv~ld not actuate until link reversal has been
accomplished. Switching time for operation of this function should be greater
than 20 ms. In the test system this is in the order of 100 ms. The occurrence
of this operation before the L.R. function is complete could result in oscill-
ation between nodes until automatic reset occurs.

6. Equipment Remarks

The sequence selectors were provided by two manufacturers, Stelma Co,,
Etamford, Connecticut and Graybar Electric, Philadelphia, Pa. The contrac-
tors were provided with the additional task of fabricating the control panel
to the customers specification. While the sequence selection equipment was
solid state, the control panel was fabricated with mechanical relay.. Mech-
anical relays were utilized because it was felt that transistor switching oper-
ation would cause problems in providing suitable isolation between traffic and
alarm information. Switching would be accomplished at low voltage levels and
ultrareliable relays such as reed switches, and mercury wetted contact relays
in this situation, could be considered as reliable as the transistor circuits.
This proved to be the case, because the failure rate from the beginning to the
end of the program was for practical purposes negligible.

The sequence selectorG which were provided by the Stelma Co. had a defi-
ciency which became apparent as the program progressed. The failure rate was
relatively high. It was felt at first that the failures were of the infant
mortality type and would decrease as time progressed. As it turned out this
was not the case and it became necessary for the company to instrument a minor
production change in their equipment. RADC incorporated the change in this
system and the reliability since has been extremely high.

No problems were experienced in Graybar sequence selector. The devices
maintained extremely high degree of reliability throughout the entire program.
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SECTION III

SIMPLEX CONSIDERATIONS

Many of the parameters of the simplex channel were predetermined. FCC
regulations prohibit AM broadcast stations from deviating more than ±20 cps
from their assigned carrier frequency. Therefore, a frequency shift of t18
cps was decided on in order to leave some margin for error. Antenna
patterns, frequency allocations, radiated power, transmitter location (hence
receiver location) and the daily operating schedule of the broadcast station
vere determined, not by the requirements of this system, but by long stand-
ing policy of the radio station. Therefore, the goal of the program was to
make the system work in this predetermined environment.

I
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SECTION IV

DUPLEX CONSIDERATIONS

Much more design freedom was granted in selecting the mode for providing
the second teletype channel that would result in the full duplex capability,
simply because no attempt had been previously made to produce a duplex
capability. The only limitation placed on selecting this mode was that it be
compatible with all the other emergency systems, and that it not interfere
with normal broadcasting operation. Several techniques were considered and
are enumerated below.

A technique in which the telegraph signal would be added to the broadcast
audio and spread across the audio spectrum (thus appearing as random noise to
a home receiver) was considered, but a study by the Human Engineering Section
at RADC indicated that random noise would reduce the intelligibility of the
audio information to the same degree that a single tone 30 db higher than the
average noise level would. If this spread spectrum technique were pursued,

the annoyance might be reduced but at the same time the information content
of the broadcast audio, which is of primary importance to a home listener in
time of emergency, would also be reduced. This is unacceptable.

A twinplex system was considered and rejected. Four frequencies are
required for twinplex operation which would necessitate the crystal oscillator
being capable of shifting to four discrete frequencies within the allowed 40
cps bandwidth, compounding the modulation and the stability problem. Under
these conditions, the frequency separation could be only 13 cps. Discrimina-
tion between two frequencies separated by only 13 cycles at a speed of 75
bauds is beyond the state-of-the-art in demodulatorL A conventional twinplex
system would also require an information bandwidth which would produce harmonics
in the audio band and create an unacceptable level of interference to broadcast
reception.

A coherent FSK (CSK) system was also considered. This system theoretically
would permit two telegraph channels to be utilized in the 40 cps bandwidth and
also include an advantage over FSK. CSK is being studied at RADC and is still
in the experimental stage. No equipment is currently available.

Both twinplex and CSK would involve two telegraph channels, both obtained
by sub-modulating or frequency shifting the carrier. When two users are
communicating in the full duplex node, messages would be received from two
different directions at each relay station and would have to be retransmitted
simultaneously. Let us assume that one message arrives slightly ahead of the
other and is being retransmitted by frequency shifting the carrier of the relay
station. The second message is then received and in the process of retrans-
mission also attempts to frequency shift the carrier. Since the oscillator
can oscillate only at one frequency at a given time, multiple message modulation
can result only in garbled messages and loss of intelligence in both directions.
This is the basic problem in implementing twinplex or CSK in a duplex sub-
modulation system. It is conceivable that the problem could be eliminated by
including some type of combining equipment, utilizing delay techniques with
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storage or decision-making deVices, but this complexity violates the basic
philosophy of this program which is to provide a simple, inexpensive, but
reliable system. This problem may be averted by providing a second channel
that is independent of the sub-modulation of the carrier.

This may be accomplished by notching out a portion of the audio spectrum
and inserting a tone which is Frequency Shift (FS) keyed. This is a standard
practice in commercial speech-plus-telegraph communication. Commercially a
composite speech-plus-telegraph signal, when received, is split into two
channels, one speech, the other telegraph, and useful information is derived
from both with no mutual interference. From ohe standpoint of this system,
the speech portion (broadcast audio) contains no useful information and may be
rejected, while the telegraph portion containing useful information is retrans-
mitted with no interference from its accompanying broadcast audio. The isola-
tion of the telegraph information is accomplished by an appropriate filter
system. Since home radio receivers don't have such a filter system, an
individual listening to his radio will hear both the broadcast audio and the
FS tone. An individual listening to his radio in time of emergency will
obtain useful information from the broadcast audio but the FS tone will be a
source of annoyance. This annoyance may be minimized but cannot be eliminated.

Of all the techniques evaluated, the single FS tone approach was
considered the most practical. Commercial modulators and demodulators are
available for implementation of this approach. The remaining question is what
portion of the audio spectrum should be notched out for insertion of the tele-
graph channel.

An investigation was initiated at RADC to answer this question. The
results are listed below. 4

(1) Lower frequency tones are less annoying and may be tolerated for
longer periods of time than higher frequency tones.

(2) Lower frequency tones reduce intelligibility (by masking) of
speech less than higher frequency tones.

(3) The response of the human ear is not as sensitive at lower
frequencies as it is at higher frequencies.

(4) The response of speakers in home-type commercial table model
radios is not as sensitive at lower frequencies as it is at higher frequencies.

(5) Less intelligibility is lost in voice commun Ication if lower
frequencies are completely removed from the voice band than if higher
frequencies are completely removed.

4. The investigation was carried out by J. Entzminger at RADC. The complete
report is included as Appendix II.

i8
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These results indicated that notching out a portion of thn lower end of
the voice frequency band was most desirable. The center frequency of the
notch was chosen at 425 cps. This is the Ihowest frequency at which commercial
equipment is available. The implementation of this technique is described in
the -Duplex Equipment section.

i i
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SECTION V

MODULATING EQUIPMENT

Two frequency shift keyers are required, one for each channel. The audio
frequency shift keyer for the duplex channel was commercially available. The
Radio Frequency (R.F.) shift keyer used to shift the carrier frequency of the
AM broadcast station had to be developed.

1. R.F. Keyer

a. Initial Design Phase

Several problems had been anticipated in providing an R.F.
keyer to meet the requirements of this program. They are briefly:

(I) To shift the crystal at the required teletype rate.

(2) To attain long range stability.

(3) To keep the station on its assigned frequency when
teletype messages are not being sent.

(4) To provide each station in the system with a means of
frequency shift keying.

(5) Not to degrade or interfere with the stations' normal
transmission.

The engineering staff of some conrercial broadcasting stations, among them
WTOP, Washington; KDKA, Pittsburgh; ane WSM, Nashville, have constructed
frequency shift keyers for their respective transmitters, in conjunction with
the FCC for Project "BRECOM" which preceded this program. These keyers were
designed for 60 wpm operation. At 100 wpm it has been reported that individual
bits would not achieve full frequency deviation. This is not surprising since
broadcast crystals are cut for high stability. Crystals may be specially cut
such that they are capable of short term instability and when placed in an
oven, and in conjunction with a stable tank circuit, exhibit long term
stability. A crystal specially cut to a frequency fo may be shifted t18 cps
at a 75 baud rate (100 wpm) and achieve full frequency deviation, and yet,
after a long period of time still oscillate at frequency fr. Crystal
oscillators with the properties described above have been provided by two
manufacturers. A long range stability of 1 part in 107 per day has been achieved.

A tcletype channel is normally designated by its center frequency
(centered with respect t, the mark and space frequencies). However, standard
teletype keyers have no circuitry which is capable of transmitting the center
frequency. When there is no traffic on the circuit, a steady mark is trans-
mitted (mark hold condition). If this normal procedure were followed in this
system it would mean that in a no-traffic condition the broadcast station
would be transmitting 18 cps above its assigned frequency which is undesirable.
Therefore, the R.F. keyer was developed as a three level device. In a no-traf-
fic condition, the keyer will oscillate at its center frequency, which is the
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1

"broadcast station's assigned frequency. The same code that alarms the
sequence selector will put the keyer in a state in which it is capable of being
keyed.

Several different types and models of transmitters are in use at the
various radio stations. These include RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse,
both 5 KW and 50 KW transmitters. As might be expected, the oscillator
section of each transmitter is designed differently. Each transmitter would
therefore require a different modification to equip it for frequency shift
keying. The undertaking of such a process by RADC personnel, would require
an extensive analysis of all the transmitters in the system and would have been
too time-consuming. An alternative would have been to give the responsibility
of modifying each transmitter to the engineering staff of the respective radio
station. Experience indicated that this modification was a difficult task
involving a trial and error approach and it seemed unfair to saddle the station
engineers with the problem.

One component that is common to all oscillators is the crystal. With
this thought in mind, the decision was made to provide a package that would
contain a highly stable crystal capable of being frequency shifted, all the
control circuitry required to accomplish this end, and be a plug-in replace-
ment for the transmitter crystal. This approach eliminated extensive trans-
mitter modifications and made it possible to use the same package at all radio
stations. The keyer unit is mounted inside the transmitter, generally bolted
to the base plate or one of the metal plates partitioning the sections of the
transmitter. The coax cable carrying the R.F. output and the two wires bring-
ing AC to the keyer are then wired into an octal socket which is plugged into
the receptacle ordinarily holding the transmitter crystal. The package and
all the control wiring entering the transmitter may be completely installed in
a few hours. In the event of failure to the keyer oscillator, or termination of
this program, the transmitter may be restored to its original unmodified
condition in minutes by simply plugging in the original crystal.

When these aforementioned problems had been solved, at least in principle,
as indicated by the thinking outlined in the preceding paragraphs, the specifi-
cations were written. To summarize briefly, the RF keyer must be a self-
contained crystal-controlled oscillator needing only 115 VAC (accessible in
alltransmitters) to operate, must be capable of shifting t18 cycles at a 75
baud rate, must accept a 20 m.a. neutral current keying input, must remain on
center frequency during no-traffic conditions, must exhibit long term frequency
stability and must provide an output that will directly replace the crystal in
the transmitter.

b. Equipment Comparison and Problems

Greenray Industries and Reeves-Hoffman Corp. submitted slightly
different designs of RF keyers that would meet the specification. Eýach design
incorporated voltage variable capacitors in the oscillator circuit as A means
of attaining the frequency shift.

Teletype is basically a two-level system, one level represented
by current (mark), and the other by no current (space). However, a three-level r
system was desired, i.e., the center frequency was desired. Therefore, it was q>1-
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necessary to provide a method for obtaining a third level. The method chosen
was a control relay. The relay would be in a 20 m.a. current loop and would
be closed under no-traffic conditions and would open when the station was
alarmed'and prepared to transmit.

The crystal in the Greenray keyer is cut to space frequency
(fo - 18 cps) and is shifted 18 cycles to center frequency and a total of 36
cycles to mark frequency. This scheme has the disadvantage of requiring two
voltage variable capacitors and also of needing 20 m.a. current thlough the
closed control relay to stay on center frequenoy. On the other hand, the
crystal in the Reeves-Hoffman keyer is cut to the desired center frequency and
is shifted t18 cycles to mark or space, thus requiring only one voltage variable
capacitor. Refer to Table I. for a comparison of the two keycrs for different
input conditions.

TABLE II Keying Conditions

Greenray

Control Relay Current Frequency

Open 0 ma Space

Open 20 ma Mark

Closed 0 ma Space

Closed 20 ma Center

Reeves-Hoffman

Control Relay Current Frequency

Open 0 ma Space

Open 20 ma Mark

Closed 0 ma Center

Closed 20 ma Center

There are two minor advantages to the Reeves-Hoffman design.
It is somewhat simpler in using a single voltage variable capacitor, consequently
requiring only one keying transient filter. Also since no current is required
to remain on center frequency, it is possible to turn off the DC power supply,
perform maintenance in the equipment racks and keep the radio station on its
assigned frequency. These are slight practical advantages and could be, if
desired, incorporated into the Greenray design. They are in no way delrimiental
to the operational quality of the Greenray keyer.

At this time all keyers have been in continuous operation from
seven (7) to eleven (11) months. Both types have operated reliably and shown
a high degree of frequency stability with the exception of the 570 kHz and 590 kHz
oscillators. The low frequency crystals are inherently less stable than high
frequency (above 1 megacyclo) crystals and have to be adjusted two or three cps
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appioxirrlatilJy t•v.'r.y two Iotll do. ' 1i t•]..>] probi !. 1 :'. li:,' e.zcu;'e- to rJo d ',

Was aL mercury thermostat irn a ik-ev,)';-Hoffrmar k,.. r thli o i'd eau;i. iii
ovwn t.o ov,:rhelaU and th••e rystal to dril't -3 eye],,•. Y]o Iiiahont w,',
r'pl~tced arid th. prob] ,m has riot r'tapp, aeCd.

The major problem concern iing the key,,rs vies- ir' ou1tpu1. 1.,v,.1.
Ar output, of 1 volt rms i1nto 1000 ohmns (I mri lI wait,) w;.... :,pýpcil', ,d !rd I',•
crrsid,.'rcd adequat.e for replacing tile erystal. j!] "L, oscil lao,, cir'cul r. AhiL-

wan indeed the cane in the 5 KW transrritLer's. However, this 1 volt output
fron the knyor was insufficient to driv(' suceceding stage:s• of' t}w 50 K1, transmi t-
ters. This problem was resolved when a single staj'ge, transidstor amplifi(er with
tuned circuit output was fabricated at RADC and used suecesni;'ully in all 50 KIt
transmitters. This amplifier provided an output of" 60 volts rms into 100,000
ohms.

Figure 7 shows the two keyer s. Thi Grecnray kcyer is 4 x 4 x 6
inches. The Reeves-Ilotffman kcyer is 6 x 6 x 7 inch(es. This approaches the
practical lieitation in size.

In cohclusion, both keyers have performed as well as could be
desired and it is not possible to say either one is superior.

c, Recommendation for Future Consideration

The keyer output should be specifficd to be continuously
variable in two ranges, one rang& from 1 volt rms to 10 volts rms into 100,000
ohms for use in 5 KW transmitters, the other range, from 50 volts rms to 70
volts rms into 100,000 ohms for use in 50 KW transmitters. Thus, additional
amplifier stages must be included in the keycr unit.

If the oscillator frequ(ncy is to be below 750 kHz, a higher
degree of stability could be obtained by utilizing a crystal cut to twice the
desired frequency and using a frequency divider network to obtain ti-i lowYr
fre.queney.

The present keyers are installed inside theý transmitters. The
transmitters are provided with interlocks so that they may not be opcned while
in operation. If it is necessary to work on the k..yer or make frequency
adjustments, this can be done only when the station is off th,- air for preventa-
tive maintenance. This is usually midnight Saturday or Sunday which is an
iconvcsinet time to work. Since the majority of radio station; are off ther
sam( eight, it, also means only one or at most two Leyers ef n be! worked on in
the. sene week. The ideal situation would be to int-I.all thei kers i, tie:t equip-
mnt racks and run cables to the transmitter. Thi:; would a.llow mci-tea•ance to
he pe,,rformed on the keyer at all times. hloweve(r, tI.-- may not always be.•
possible; si-nce the. cable from the equipmen--Tt rack would hay'> to h), run through
a trench; sys'tem to the transmitter and could reque .rip to 200 fI. ;t of' wite.;.

he: losses at the BYP requencies may be prohibitiv,.

bmne thought should be- givewn to !,.at i sedlating Li.. cl.ystal
oven-r or the etji i kaye'r unit from chan 1-es in t,•r,.ra' i: , or> iaolatd
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FIG. 7 GIREE2RAY KEYER (LEFT) AND REEVES-HIOFFMAN KETER (RIGHT)
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instance air used to cool the transmitter is brought directly in from outside
the transmitter building. When the temperature dropped to below freezing,
this cold air flowed directly on the uninsulated keyer resultiug in a situation
in which the oven heater could not keep the crystal at proper temperature.
Hence the crystal frequency drifted. To remedy this situation, the keyer was
placed in an airtight metal box filled with fiberglass insulation. No further
problems have occurred.

Mark, space and center frequency can be adjusted independently.

These adjustments should be available on the front panel.

d. Analysis of Interference Problems

The most stringent requirement placed on the system was that
there be no interference with normal broadcasting material caused by frequency
shifting the carrier. The modulating wave form will be an undistorted square
wave since the keying signal will always be the output of a regenerative
repeater. The familiar 'text book analysis shows that this type of modulation will
result in an infinite nunier of side-bands. However, this is a narrow band system.
The criterion for narrow band is that the modulation index be less than 0.5.
"Modulation index" is defined tc be the frequency shift divided by the modulating
frequency. Here the frequency shirt is 18 cps and the modulating frequency is
37.5 cps. Thus the modulation index is o.h,8. But even narrow band FM requires
a considerable bandwidth. Harmonics of the keying rate are generated in the
audio band and cause interference to the normal progra=ming. A keying transient
filter designed by personnel at the FCC Laurel Lab facility eliminated this
problem.

Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of the filter on the keying
wave form. The rounding of the pulses is indicative of reduced bandwidth.
The bottom trace in Yigure 8 rhowts the square wave keying pulse consisting of
a Mark-Space-Mark combination at, the input to the filter. The top trace.
graphically illustrates the rovnding of the pulses by the filter. Figure 9
is an expanded view of a sing2e pulse.

The following rAragraphs sketch the theoretical analysis. For
the purpose of analysis, a cycle is considered as a mark and space since a
series of 1:1 reversals will rfquire a greater bandwidth than any other
combination of marks sad spaces. The Fourier Series for the pulse sLown in
Fig. 10 is

f(t) + + _3_ Cos 2gfmt - 1 Cos 3(2icfm)t + A Cos 5(2fm)t

SC o s 7 ( 2 af m )t .. . ....... .( 1
71t

Where fm is the modulating frequency end is )7.5 cps.

CorAbining (1) with the frequency response of the filter shown
in Fig. 11 and neglecting all terms that are more than two orders of magnitude
smaller than the lead term in the series, results in the modulating wave form
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(a)

(b)

(a) Shaped Wave at Filter Output
(b) Square Wave at Filter Input
(c) Scale; 5 msec per centimeter

0.5 volts per centimeter

FIGUIRL 8 WAVE SHAPING BY KEYING TRANSIENT FILTER

(a)

(b)

(a) Shaped Wave at Flltr Output
(b) Square Wave at Filter Input
(c) Scale: Uncalibi ated

FIGUhlE 9 EXPANDED VIEW OF SINGLE PULSE'
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that is given by
f(t) - 0.75 + 0.86 Cos afrdt - 0.16 Cos 5(2nfm)t + 0.015 Cos >(2cfm)t (2)

!at the carrier be represented by

~t) - Cos 2fCst (2)

and the modulated wave be given by

rm(t) = Cos 0(t) (4)

The subscript s is written in (3) since the analysis of the
pulse began using a zero voltage reference which in a neutral teletype systeu,
is th• space condition. The instantaneous frequency f is defined as

2 = do(t) Gdt

The deviation in frequency is iroIxArtional tu the azaplitudce of
the modulating signal. Therefore

2f = d ) = 23fs + Kf.75 + 0.66 Cos 2Afit - 0.16 Cus D(2itt.,)t
i dtd + 0.U15 Cos 5(2XfL)t_3 

(6)

S(t) (gfs + 0.75K) + 0.66K Cos 2nf,11t - 0.16K Cos j(21cfm)t
i29fm 5(2ffm)

2nfs + 0.75K = 2nfc which is the carrier frequency or the center frequency

of the teletype channel.

(7) may be rewritten as

0(t) - 2i(fct + 0.86 Krm Cos 2fmt - 0.16 KEm Cos 3(2nfm)t
Em Kfm 5EM 2infm

+ 0.015 K~m Cos 5(2nfm)t (8)
5Er 2fm

Em is the amplitude of the modulating wave and can be determined
to be 0.71. The modulation index m is defined as

mu fd KEm

fm 2Kfm

where the frequency devia.tiun fd is 1-9 cps, a,.d the modulating ffLeqnency Z(.i1
is 5(.5 cpu;.
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(8) may now be substituted in (4) resulting in the modulated wave

fm(t) = Cos f[2fct + 1.2m Cos afmt - 0.08m Cos 3(2nfm)t

+ 0.05m Cos 5(29fm)tJ (9)

Thu frequency spectrum of the modulated wave is determined

from (9) using various trigonometric identities and is written as

fm(t) = 0.991 Cos Nfct

+ 0.286 Cos 2n(fc - fm)t + Cos 2n(fc + fm)t

+ m.o46 Cos 2n(fc - 2fm)t + Cos ac(fc + 2f1,)t

+ 0.003 Cos 2Tr(fc - 5fm)t + Cos 2n(fc + 3fm)t

+0.0004 Cos 2g(fc - 4 fm)t + Cos 2n(fc + 4 fm)t (10)

A plot of (10) is shown in Fig. 12. A 150 cps tone at 100 per
cent modulation would be 6 db down from the carrier. The 150 cps tone shown in
Fig. 12 is 69.7 db down from the carrier or is 63.7 db below the 100 per cent
modulated tone. It may be seen from this example that the interfering tone
would be completely masked by normal programaing. A further illustration of
the usefulness of the keying filter is shown in Table III. This table compares
the Amplitude of the harmonics of the baud rate of a square wave modulatod
signal and the shaped wave modulated signal.

12ABLE III Comparison of Amplitudes of

Harmonics of Keying Rate for Square-Wave and Shaped-Wave Modulation

Frequency Shaped Wave Square Wave Difference

fc 0.0 0.5 -0.5

fm 10.6 10.5 0.21

2fm 27.4 24.5 5.1

3fm 50.3 30.0 20.3

4fm 69.7 57.8 31.9

5fm Not calculated 40.0

Numbers are in db below carrier which is normalized.

2. Audio Frequency Shift Keyer

Audio frequency shift keyers were commercially available and were
purchased as off-the-shelf items from Stelmra and Northern Radio Co. The
channel center frequency is 425 cps shifted *42.5 cps. The required bandwidth
is 170 cps at 75 baud. The function of the audio band keyer will be further
described in the section on duplex equipment.
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SECTION VI

RE•CEIVING AND DEMODULATING EQUiFMN7 T

I. Initial Design Phase

In the early stages of design thinking the roceiver and demodulator w,,e•re
thought of as a single problem. Two receivers were considered for use in the
system. They were the SP-600 and the R-390. Both receivers have two outputs,
an IF (455kHz)output and an audio output. The dual outputs were consider,;d
necessary since two telegraph channels were required and each output wou]d
serve a separate channel. It was envisioned that the baseband (frequency
shifted carrier) channel be brought out of the receiver at 455 kiz and fed
directly to a converter capable of operating from an IF input. The audio
frequency channel would be brought out of the receiver at, the audio output
and fed directly to standard commercial speech-plus-telegraph equipment which
separates the telegraph inforization from the speech information. A search
of Air Force stock revealed that new R-390 receivers were available in quantity.
The available SP-600 receivers were serviceable but in questionable condition.
Hence the decision was made to utilize the R-390 receiver.

Two problems were immediately apparent; (1) demodulating the narrow
frequency shift and (2) receiver stability over long periods of unattended
operation. Both problems have solutions.

The frequency shift converter of the AN/URA-8 converter-comparator group
has a narrow shift demodulating capability. However, it was the experience of
the FCC in project "BRECOM" that the converter had to be modified with a phase
lock circuit to overcome receiver instability. In addition, the performance of
the AN/URA-8 in the presence of noise was not opgimum at narrow shift. A
search of Air Force standard stock converters was initiated. Frequency shift
converter CV-i16/URR operates from a 455 kHz input. However, its demodulator
circuitry is capable only of detecting frequency shifts of 150 cps or greater.
Converter CV-4S3/URA-17 (manufactured for the Navy) had a demodulator capable
of detecting narrow shifts down to 10 cps. (The AN/URA-17 is a solid state
version of the AN/URA-8.) Both converters were manufactured by Hoffman Elect-
ronics Corporation of Les Angeles, California. It was felt that since both
converters were supplied by the same vendor, it would not be difficult to
combine the desired features of both into a single unit that would meet our J
needs. Ihis unit would include a phase lock circuit to compensate for receiver
instability. This would provide a solution to both the narrow frequency shift
demodulation and receiver instability problems. However, the cost of this
solution was prohibitive. The major portion of the cost was the converter. It
is a sophisticated device providing greater capability than is required for
this particular application.

An alternate step was to stabilize the receivers. If sufficient receiver
stability could be achieved, the necessity for phase-locked converters would be
eliminated. Tn its place, a heterodyning unit that would convert the 455 kHz
IF frequency to an audio frequency could be substituted. The audio frequency
could be fed directly to a simple narrow shift converter of the type used in

commercial telegraph circuits.
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Westinghouse and Manson Labs previously havw built stability kit.,s I'or'
the R-390 receivers. These kits are available as off-th.-shelf i lms. 'h111
is another solution to the narrow shift demodulation and rce:ive;r iri.stabi] ity
problems. Once again, the cost of this solution was prohibitiw;. 'ii. systeytmi
cost could be kept at a minimum if R-390 receivers could be obtainend from
Air Force stock without expenditure of project funds. howeve•r, at this point.
it became apparent that the R-390 receivers would require approximately one-
half of the allocated funds to make them compatible with system require;1rrnts.
A third alternative was greatly desired.

2. Receivers

a. Receiver Design

An analysis of the requirements of the receiver yielded the following
description: The receiver should be solid state, fixed frequency in the
broadcast band, highly stable, highly reliable, provide two outputs and be as
compact as possible. None of these requirements is beyond the state-of-the-
art. Two competent manufacturers offered slightly different versions of a
receiver answering this description. The cost of purchasing this type of
receiver and its associated converters was approximately one-half the cost of
either stabilizing the R-390 or providing phase-locked converters for use with
the R-390. For this reason, and to provide greater stability and reliability,
this third alternative was chosen and instrumented in the system.

Figure 13 is a list of the important receiver specifications.

b. Equipment Comparison and Problems

The best way to contrast and compare the receivers is to refer to
Figure 13 and the simplified Block Diagram Figure 14. Telesignal Corp.
proposed two separate receivers, one for each teletype channel. This approach
has one immediate disadvantage, i.e., the RF signal from the antenna must be
divided to feed both the AM and FS Receiver. Therefore, the input to each
receiver suffers a 3 db loss in power plus any insertion loss due to the
multicoupler. However, some of this disadvantage may be overcome in the FS
case since the signal passes through a 200 cps bandpass filter instead of a
1300 cps filter thus reducing the noise bandwidth. Conversely the Manson
Receiver has a 1300 cps bandpass filter but amplifies at RF before dividing
the signal to feed the two detectors.

The Telesignal AM receiver utilizes a single conversion technique and
A4 detects at an audio frequency, while the Manson Receiver AM detects at
R.F. The Telesignal FS Receiver uses a double conversion technique for the
producL detector, while the Manson Receiver utilizes single conversion.

Both receivers have crystal filter front ends and provide overvoltage
(lightning) protection preceding the filter.

The biggest contrast is in sensitivity, and this is closely related to
the question of tuning. Although the receiver was designed to operate at a
single frequency, that frequency might be any place in the broadcast band.
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To be able to opt ratý at, any f retqut nay, thuý idealx situation wo~uid be to plug
in tire piopnI front, e-nd l~ter and the, proper1 local oriltrwithout having,
to tune, any part- of the, 1,TeciveP. This: is the capability provide~d by the
Tell signal1 receiver. 'The Manson receiver requires tuning of' thre Ry waplifier
stage s, the input to the product detector as- well as theý AGO, along with chang-
ing toie filter and local oscillator. This providesý a greater overall gain

when compared to a broadband untunod amplifier and in turn result's in a bettor
sensitivity. The tradcoff hereý is between having at truly untuniod receiver and
a receiver with better sensitivity. The choice would have to be better

Žn 51 tiv ity.

c. Recommendation for Future Consideration

Senisitivity in the order of one (1) microvolt is *w ithin the state of

the art and should be easily attainable;. The input signal range is too large.

One (i) uv - seven hundred (700) uv would be, more rc~alistic.

The concept of a single receiver with two outputs is superior to the

idea of separate receivers for each channel for two important reasons. One is
economy. A single receiver uses the samo power supply, local oscillator,
crystal filter and RE amplifier (also IF amplifier if a double conversion
technique is used), to provide the two desired outputs, where two separate
receivers would obviously require two of each of the items listed above to
provide the sane two outputs. A second consideration is signald strength. If
it is necessary to receive a stations on a single antenna the signal would
nave to be divided 2n times if the dual, receivers were used. This would
represent a significant reduction in signal strength if' n is greater than 2.
The situation could be imiproved if active multicouplers were used. It has
been the experience in this system that active muiticouplers in a transmitter
facility eavironment generate high noise levels and intermodualation products
which interfere with reception of desired signals.

3. Demodulators*

The high stability fixed frequency receiver design simplified the
converter problem considerably. 425 cps and 2465 cps are standard frequencies
employed in commercial teletype systems. Therefore, the converters were
available as off-the-shell items. It remained then to determine if these
converters designed to demodulate frequency shifts of t42.5 cpa could effectively
de'todulate shifts of ti8 cps. Northern Radio Co. and Telesignal Corporation
det~ermined independently that their respective converters could demodulate the
narrow shift without modification of existing converters.

Converters were- purchased from three sources. Stelma converters were
supplied as, integral parts of' Stelma Voice-Plus-Telegraph units, and are used
exclusively in tile duplex channel. The duplex channel has not been teste~d
exte~nsively as yet arid therefore thereti no information available regarding
their performa-nce in this system. A more detailed discussion may be found in
the D)uplex Equipment section. Telnsig~nal Ne-del 302 converters are used
cxelu.3iv'lJy for the- simplex channel. One failure has occurred in a cuaula-
tier. cquivalent of' approximately ten (io) "converter-years' operation.
Srigitleat~tly thcr.ý haL; not beeni a single failure of the output keying relay
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which is a Clare meroury wetted co1nt+cti relay. 'lio curivrter does not appear

to 6- particularly tempilratil',. sunsitive.

Nolrthern Radio Co. converters are used in both the simplex and duplex
channels. lhe convert, ers are identical with tio excoptjon of a plug-in
frequoncy determining network. The following discussion applies equally to
both converters.

'The voltage vs freqmncy curveý of the two tuned circuits comprising the
discriminator should be symmetric with respect to the center frequency of the
tel, graph channel. However, each converter was foLuid to be off-center by
five to ten cycles. This deviationt might not be too important for 42.5 cps
shifts, for which the convertor is d,,signed, but is unsatisfactory for the 18
cycle, Adhift used in this project. All the converters were returned to the
manufacturer to correct this faul,.

kiother problem manifested itself during p ,riods of partie'ularly high
temperature during the summer. WLhen the daytime temp>. ature remained in the
90OF - lOCOF range for periods of 10-14 hours, it was impossible to alarm
stations using Northern Radio converters. Aq on-site investigation showed
that the converters had drifted beyond their operating range. However, if the
temperature dropped durý.ing the night to the 75 0 F - 850 F range, the converters
could be adjusted for proper operation. When the temperature began to approach
the 90OF - 1000F range again, the converter would again drift until it became
inoperable. Subsequent controlled testing at RADS proved that the output
distortion increased with temperatur,n until the convcrter would completely
stop operating at 40oC (1040F), The cause was isolat ed and determined to be
five temperature sensitive germanium transistors. This information was reported
to Northern Radio engineers who eventually found the solution which consisted
of replacing two of the germaniuml transistors with silicon transistors. If
the converter is adjusted for operation ata nominal room temperature of 200C,
and then the ambient temperature is varied irom 0OC to 500C, the output
distortion will riot increase more than 10% over this temperature range. This
is acceptable since this teiaperaourte rajge should not be exceeded in any
foreseeable application in this type of system.

nhe transistorized output. relay used in the converters and regenerative
repeaters caused several problems. The failure rate of the relays is high,
approximately 15 per 25 "converter-years" operation. The relay contains an
oscillator whose fundamental frequenc% is approximately 50 kHz. Harmonics of
this frcquency range over the broadcast band arid cause interference to the
received signals. This problem has been eliminated by using by-pass capacitors.
'•rh output distortion of the relay was approximately 8% on tile average for
'75 baud operation. TIhe distortion could be decreased at the expense of
increasinig the operating spe,•d of the relay. It is possible to obtain both
low distoetio, acod proper operating speed by sele:ctively replacing a capacitor
in the os+cilla ;or circuit.. This modification was nece'ssary in approximately
90% of the relays. 5 '

Ih . bias level potentiomoter did rot have+ sufficient ranfge in all cases
to pull. the converte-r into prope•r operation. 'Tis condition was improved by
replacing a resistor.

All th,•" modiViceIion s discur;sed elve have bn impl'merntitd tsrid it is
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an ti-cipated that, the Norttwrn R~adio converters, will now performi up to

standards that are acccptable for this- system.
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SECTION ViI

REGENERATIVE REPEATERS

, regenerative repeater is a d vice used to reshape and retime teletype
wave forms that are distorted from propagation or other conditions and to
prepare them for retransmission with a minimum of distortion usually less thal
3%. Two regencrative repeaters are used in each relay and terminal facility,
one for each channel. Northern Radio Company wad Steblna provided regenerative
repeaters. A simple checkout procedure uas used to determine the maximum
input distortion that could be fed into a regenerative repeater and still have
the repeater function properly. Figure 15 is a block diagram illustrating
the checkout procedure.

PatenRegenc rativsi DitrtGenerator // Rep eater- Metsur-.
)- atar Set

FIGURE 15 Regenerative Repeater Testing Procedure

A pattern generator is a device that can be used to generate a single
character continuously. The output distortion of the pattern generator (input
distortion to the regeneratille repeatei) can be increased in increments of 5%
from 0 to 45%. The output distortion of the regenerative repeater is
measured by the distortion measuring set, and the printe., in series with the
distortion meanuring set, prints the traffic coming from the regenerative
repeater. A malfuhietioning regenerative repeater manifests itself in many ways.
One indication is that the output distortion increases with increased input
distortion. Or if the pattern generator is, for example, continuously sending
out the Character A, the printer may be printing some other character, say Q,
or it may print every other A, or it may print a series of random characters.
Table IV is a chart listing the maximum distortion and type of distortion
that a regenerative repeater can accept and regenerate with less than 3%
distortion. If the input, distortion is increased another 5%, the regenerative
repeater will malfunction.

TABLE IV Regenerative Repeater Input Distortion

Typce Distortion SteLnit Northern Radio

Mark 45% 45%

Space 45% 40%

Switching 45% 35%

The Stelma regenerative repeater consists of' two printed circuit cards,
a Btub card and a regen card. Six of the ton Hub cards reccdvwd from Stliika
ha de'fctivw- componnts. These components were replaced at RADC by Stuclma
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engineers before the equipm, nt was sent to the field. Since that, time the
Stelma regenerative repeaters have been in continuous service, with no
failures. I

The Northern Radio regenerative repeaters suffered from the relay
prolblems discussed in the preceding section. No additional problems have
been encountered.
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SECTION VIII

DUPLEX EQUIRPMENT

The preceding sections have discussed the characteristics and performance
of the various equipments. This section is concerned with the implementation
of the duplex channel. Stelma and Northern Radio have provided similiar
Voice-Plus-Toletype equipments. Figure 16 is a block diagram illustrating
the use of this equipment.

The broadcast audio is carried over telephone lines from the studio to
the transmitting %cility. With the switch in its normal position as shown,
the broadcast audio goes directly to the transmitter.' The switch is controlled
from the sequence selector. When the duplex channel is to be utilized the
proper code must be received by the sequence selector. Upon reception of this
code by the sequence selector, the switch is thrown into its second position,
depicted by the dotted line in the figure, routing the broadcast audio through
the notch filter. At the same time another code is received by the sequence
selector which then switches the receiver in series with the audio band
converter. (In practice the audio output of each receiver in the facility is
terminated in the sequence selector. Duplex traffic is allowed in only one
link at a time, therefore only one receiver at a time can be utilized. Thus
the address header must contain a code that directs the sequence selector to
switch the proper receiver in series with the audio band converter. Figure 16
shows only one receiver for simplicity. This method has the advantage of
requiring only a single converter for any number of receivers that are required

,at the relay facility.) The FSK teletype tones are converted to dc current
pulses and regenerated. The output of the regenerative repeater is the input
to the keyer. The keyer converts the dc current pulses to FSK tones. These
tones are then inserted into the notched portion of the broadcast audio
spectrum and this composite voice-plus-teletype is transmitted.
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V
SECTION IX

DUPLEX TESTING AND RESULTS

The insertion of a teletype channel in the audio spectrum will certainly
degrade the quality of the program material, but the extent of the degrada-
tion cannot be estimated. The initial testing of the duplex capability was
done after the normal broadcasting schedule was completed. The first experi-
mental link was set up between WRUN, Rome, N.Y. as the transmitting facility
and RADC as the receiving facility There were several objectives of the teot.
First, and most basic, it was necessary to determine if the concept was solund.
The testing was conducted in a systematic manner. The process of alarming the
station, switching the filter, noting the effect of the tone and sending
traffic while some normal. program material was being broadcast was carried out
"a step at a time. Tape recordings of each individual step in the process and
"a composite speech-plus-teletype transmission were made at RADC using
communications receivers, table model and transistor radios. In this way, a
permanent record of the effect of this modulation on different types of radios
could be determined. At the same time, the receiver-converter combination that
is standard equipment in the system was receiving and demodulating the teletype
information. The error rate was computed from this data. Indications are
that 25-35% modulation is requiied in the testype band to give an error rate
comparable to the error rate of the baseband channel. Qualitatively the tests
bear out the predictions that frequency shifted tones do not destroy the
intelligibility of the broadcast material.

Enough experience with this mode of communications has been gained to
be able to say that the technique is good and could be implemented although
there remain some minor instrumentation problems to be solved.
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SECTION X

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

The network consists of three fixed send-receive terminal facilities
and one portable receive-only terminal. Leased land lines connect each
of the fixed terminals with one or two (as in the caoe of RADC) local
radio stations. Land lines were utilized because of their low error rate,
low cost and maintenance free operation. However, they do not provide the
sensitivity that is possible with other means of ccmmunications such as H.F.
Microwave or Tropospheric Scatter links. The network terminals are not
limited to land lines. The system was designed so that airy communications
media may be interfaced with the network if greater survivability is desired
at the terminals.

The user at RADC in Rome, New York is connected via land lines to Radio
Stations WRUN and WGY. WRUN in Rome, New York is a 5 KW daytime station
located about four miles from RADC, whereas WGY in Schenectady, New York is
a 50 KW, 24-hour operation located approximately ninety miles from the user.
In an emergency situation, WRUN coiuld possibly operate on a 24-hour 5 KW basis
but this would not be possible during the testing phases. It was, therefore,
advisable to operate with WRRUN for day-time testing to prove the capability
of utilizing a 5 KW station in conjunction with a user; and WGY for night-time
testing of the network.

Electronics System Division (ESD) which is located at the Murphy Complex
near Boston, Mass. is a second user and is interconnected via land lines to
radio station WBZ in Boston, Mass., approximately ten miles away. Due to
the rigid demands of this program, the ESD-WBZ terminal is not operational as
of the writing of this report. However, this terminal can be installed and
made operational in a very short time if and when the need arises.

The FCC Laurel Labs in Laurel, Maryland and Radio Station WTOP in
Washington, D.C. represents the third terminal facility. This terminal differs
from the previous two in that all receiving is accomplished at the FCC and not
at the radio transmitter as is the case at WBZ, WRUN and WGY. It was therefore
necessary to place all logic equipment at the FCC and perform transmitter
switching via the land lines.

Each of the three fixed terminals are equipped with a Teletype Corp.
Model 28 Automatic Send-Reeeive Set (ASR). The ASR teletypewriter will
receive messages electrically from the telegraph channel and print them on
page size copy paper. With page printer monitoring, it will electrically
transmit messages which are originated by either perforated tape or keyboard
opervtion. The ASR will mechanically prepare perforated and printed tape for
separate transmission with or without simultaneous electrical transmission and
page printer mozhitcring. In addition to these functrzns the ASR is utilized
in a station check-out procedure. This is accomplished oy u.nitoring outgoing
traýt'ic with the mechanical stunt, box that is an integral part of the page
printer. With the recognition of a character sequence code by the stunt box

the tape distributor is stopped and the page printer, along with the stunt box,
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Is placed in the receive littnes to moni tor the incoming traffic from the radio
station. The radio station then answers its call. The aiswer back is
received and monitored by the ASR. Upon recogn• ition ot' the second character
sequence by tile stunt box the tape distributor (T.D.) starts and the page
printer along with the stunt box is placed back into the send lines. This
procedure continues until all desired stations are called, then by checking
the page copy of what was sent and received it is possible to determine which
links are operative.

The receive only terminal as illustrated in Figure 17 is a portable
teletype receiving station which is used in conjunction with the network
of radio stations. This terminal is in a standby condition until properly
addressed by a local station in which case it alarms and delivers a tape
and printed copy of the message being received. At the end of the message
the proper code sequence is sent via the radio station to reset the receive
only terminal, thus placing it back into a standby condition.
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There were self-imposed re'quircements on the, ypio of rt.7c i vini:
antennas to be used on the qys ter. Thiree tyrOen Of LAlleiiiRO wein COhi-!. doied,
the Loop, long wire and the 'WeaeWave Ariterma". 5 Vcrti cal c rg
antennas with properly tuned anid phased reflector's are, a possibility for,
improving reception, but. the cost of such aritennao are, prohibitive.

The antennas had 1.0 hte installed at the- radio stations' transmritter
location which imne~diat(ly prcesented two problems.Fist the- amount of'
land available for antenna conistruct~ion waralte prese(nting a problem wi th
the wave antenna where- 1000 feet.i le~ngths are averageý for reception in the(
broadcast band. Secondly, any antenna construction would rot, inite-rfer'' with
the station's pattern. Also, the, antenna should pr'ovid some rtejection. of-
the local station. By placitig t~he wave anteýnna l ss thani threce feeot from thev
ground, interference to the station pattern is eliminated anid a certain
amount of rejectioni of the local station is possible. The loop antennn' also
provides rejection and will1 not interfere with the station pattern. Theý long
wire however provides no rejection, arid could cause interfeýrence to the
station's pattern.

Due, to adjacent, and co-channel interference pr'esenit thr~oughout. lhw
broadcast band high gain and/or, high directivity were desirable. Fhe- long
wire antenna was riot able to provide, ei thcr gain or- dire-ctivity. The! loop
antenna provides ve~ry lit~tle, gain anid its directuivi t-y is limited. The fig.ureý
eight. pattern of the, loop antenina presented problems,- in or-icentation in order
to provideý directivity arid/or gain toward the station being reccived. The
Reverageý Wave antenna is omni-direý,ctional and provides,- a Mironger oignal
overj the .,ntire bi'oadeaslt band than either the loop or long wire. Atmosphe-ric,
industrial and electrical interference are conisiderably* reduce~d with the, WNve
antenina, especially when the source of interferenice is in a direction other
than. that, of the received signal.

The radio links as est~ablishe~d in the network of stations vary from
forty to four hundred miles making it necessary to utilize an ante.nna that
could achieve:- both skywavc and ground wave reception. The wave anitenina, if
propeýrly oriente-d, provides excellent sky anid/or ground wave reception,
wh'reas b~oth theý loop and long wire provideý much we-akerI signials.

I'.. is obvious. that ticre B~verage Wave antenna best. moets the require-Q
mernts a:d, Therefror-e, it. was ut~il-ized throughout the rietwork. The wave

a rrais low irn cost, hasME air unlikely ohsolesL-neeý aid cxp(ccted lonig life.
Ih' wav* an,! ennia p cntd some! problems iii erection, du( to their great,
b'ngtli; LIU, by carefVul planIning the antennrjas'. we-re installed at every trars
IrniPWI bow crio e~xep' WOP. 11;.ce(ive aritenrna anid logic equipment for WtOF

ii.II. v rae, . W. hice, and t. W. Kellogg, The. Wly': Anitenna týransactionsE
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were placed at the FCC terminal facilities in Laurel, Maryland.

The actual erection of the wave antenna was economically accomplished
by utilizing standard electrical fence posts and insulators along with
copperweld wire as illustrated in Figure 18. The commercially available
terminations for a wave antenna were prohibitive in cost. By purchasing
transformers from a local manufacturer and fabricating watertight boxes at
GAFB it was possible to assemble wave antenna termination at RADC at a
fraction of what they would cost commercially. The termination as illustra-
ted in Figure 19 are used on a two-wire, forward and reverse reception wave

antenna.

Placing of wave antenna close to the ground did not entirely eliminate
the interference from the local station. This was accomplished by utilizing
Twin-T filters in the RF lines to the receiver. The filters were able to
provide up to fifty db attenuation of the local station, thereby preventing
any receiver overload that could occur. In localities where the desired
signal was being interfered with from a local station, phasing of the
desired and undesired signal with the undesired signal was effective in
reducing the interference.

4
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FIG. IS BVFRAGE ANTENNA
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,a) FAR END TERMINATION (LEFT) NEAR END TERMINATION
(RIGHT)

(b) SIDE VIEW

FIG. 19 B3EVERAGE WAVE ANTENNA TERMINATION BOXES FOR

2-WREF BIDIRECTIONAL RECEPTION
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SECTION XII

RFI SHIELDED ENCLOSURES

The design of the system required that all equipment, except that of
user facilities, be placed at the various radio station transmitting
facilities. Anticipating that RF shields as high as 15 volts/meter would
be encountered at the transmitter facility all the equipment was placed
in an RFI shielded enclosure. A commercially available RFI shielded
enclosure providing in excess of 100 db attenuation in the frequency range of
150 klz to' 50 MtHz was utilized. The shielded enclosure along with the equip-
ment located at a typical radio station is illustrated in Figures 20a and 20b.
Additional RFI filtering in excess of 100 db is provided on the power lines
to protect the equipment in the enclosures from any RF which could enter in
this fashion.
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FIG. 20a �QIJIRAENT RACK (FRONT VIEW)
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Sfi. 104N XIII

DATA COLLPEC'11014 ARD PALO , EflPTATIO!I

In this section the data collection phase of theý program will be

discussed. It must be pointed out that the program requirrem, n1s did not
include the collection of a great amoun-t of data necessary to prepare a long
term statistical average. If such a requirement is established, it. will
have to be carried out as part of a program extension. Therefore, the tnt-rit

of the data collection phase was to provide enough information to prove that
the basic concepts of the distributed communications network as design .d wurie
sound. The data collection phase covered a three week period from 20 Septembe r
1965 to 12 October 1965. The system was scheduled to be in continuous opera--
tion irom 0830 Monday to 1700 Friday. It will be noted, however,, that tabulat-
ed data is not included for all the time blocks in that period. There are two
reasons for this: First, at random intervals during the day, it was necessary
to stop operations to conduct special equipment or system tests. S,-cond, there
is no a priori method of determining which circuits are usable at a given time.
Therefore, when a circuit that was operating with an acceptable error rate
began to deteriorate, the circuit was not stopped, but continued in order
to determine if it would again approach an acceptable circuit. Several hours
were allotted for this determination. If the circuit did not again approach
an acceptable error rate in this time period, it was discontinued. The
circuit was then stated to be unusable and no attempt was made to evaluate
and display the data. (An unusable circuit was arbitrarily defined to be a
circuit which had an error rate in excess of 100/100o.)

The majority of the data was taken on circuits initiated at RADC and
terminated at the FCC Laurel Lab %cility. During the data collection period
many of the problems discussed in the equipment sectons manifested themselves.
Data collection was discontinued until the equipment modifications could be
made. The modifications were completed about mid-December. The time frame
of the project was such that it prevented another period of data collection.
Data was accumulated utilizing Northern converters which were later modified
to correct for temperature drifts. In addition, positioning of the regenera-
tive repeaters at the top of the keying loop had a marked effect on the
distortion of the retransmitted signal. The data, therefore in many cases,
presents a pessimistic view of the various circuit reliabilities, and lower
error rates can be expected during future operation.

The method of collecting data is described below.

For testing in a particular link an endless tape was prepared which
contained the trace routing code for each station. The message which followed
usually contained eight lines of repetitious information such as "R" "Y"
"Space" "Space" or the OQuick Brown Fox" message. There were two problems
which immediately became apparent. First, the station clock which activates
on a system alarm and provides automatic reset were not set exactly for 15
minutes. Some were as much as two minutes off. Therefore, the reset functions
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at the, ;tUtlolls wter- not occurring simultllaiou.ly. Thi. nrews the:, olný or mor"
statiOhr in th, link wore reset whil,, others wero still in operation. Garb i Iq-
of the txt, reoulted. It was, necessary t0 wait tuvti] tht addrk,ss portion ol'
the tape, was reached to alarm the inoperable station again.

An alternate was to turn off the station clocks. This was considered
inadvisable, since as was mentioned in Section I, the Stelma logic systems
were false alarming frequently. If there were no automatic reset capabilities,
operation on a circuit would have to be halted until a manual reset could be
applied. Since many stations are operated remotely, this might not occur
until as much as 10 or 15 hours later. A format was prepared which would
enable the data evaluator to determine the difference between errors due to
propagation and faulty equipment and a garbling of the text due to resetting
of one or more of the stations in the test circuit.

The header included each station address twice. The first one would
alarm the node which had reset and the second would be retransmitted and become
the first piece of intelligible information to arrive at the recipient's
terminal since the reset had occurred. Therefore, whenever the circuit opened
and was followed by an address the evaluator was able to determine that this
was a reset and not a group of errors.

The second problem arose because of the, repetitious information that was
sent. Teletype information in the past has utilized a long stop pulse at the
end of each character, i.e., approximately 1.4 times the information bit
length. This provided an excellent reference with which regenerative repeaters
could synchronize. The stop pulse was unique. It always followed five informa-
tion bauds and was longer than the others. This system, in order to meet
compatibility requirements utilized a 7.0 unit code in which all bits were of
equal length. Thus triggering of the timing circuit by an incorrect reference
would result in the regenerative repeater operating out of sync with the
traffic and subsequently result in errors. Since the information was
repetitious, the errors would also occur in some repetitious fashion until the
regenerative repeater again regained synchronization. Actually, this would
not be morf- 'han 9 rLncr pr'chlem during st: .. 7i8r ope-tion of• the circuit.
In fact this could have been alleviated by transmitting the chara'•' r "Letters"'
which is a character that has a unique reference for the regenerative repeaters.
This is considered standard procedure in teletype communication.

The total usable data amounted to approximately 256 hours. It will be
presented in two ways: First, it will be shown that it is possible to communi-
cate continuously between RADC and the FCC for long periods of time utilizing
the same or different routes. Secondly, where possible, data on a circuit
collected on different days will be averaged together and displayed on the same
graph. This method will show that a circuit will be usable during some periods
of time and unusable at other times.
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011 thflt, separate occasions commWuileatIons wore maintali•,nd bl,w,,t RIADS

and FCC continuously for' 24 hours o' longer. Fig. 21 is an illustration of
a 24-hour period in which a degle c.'rcul' pro-vced a consistently low erroor
rate communications link with th( exception of one-hali hour period at, sunrise.
'Te next highest error rate was approximately 1 per 100 characters at 2230.
This would mean one incorrect character in approximately every one and a half
lin(ýs of copy printed on standard size teletype paper.

Fig. 24 is a composite of Figures 22 and 23 and presents another 24-hour
period of continuous communication. The test began using a circuit that
consisted of WGY, WTlC, WABC, WHAM and FCC. This circuit detpriorated
rapidly around 1800 and became unusable. Communications were re-established
by switching to a circuit utilizing WGY, 1iAM and FCC.

Fig. 29" is a composite of Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 and depicts a 28-hour
period of continuous communications in which four different links were used.
The test began at 1330 on 11 October utilizing 5 KW stations WRUN in Rome and
WSYR in Syracuse. 1ien WRUN switched to their low power transmitter at sunset,
communications were established between WGY, WWVA, and FCC and continued until
063q 12 October. At this time a daytime station in McKeesport, Pa. began
broadcasting on the same frequency.as WGY causing co-channel interference to
reception of the signal from WGY at WWVA. At this time it was necessary to
route traffic from WGY, through WTIC, WABC and then to WWVA and FCC. This
link provided reliable communications for another hour until conditions no
longer supported skywave propagation over the 400-mile path between WABC and
WWVA. Finally, a fourth circuit direct from WABC to FCC continued communications
until the test was concluded at 1545, 12 October. This is an outstanding
example of the switching capability inherent in a distributed communications
network.

Fig. 30 presents a situation which is analogous to, but chronologically
before the situation shown in Fig. 29. On 23 September the link between
WGY and WWVA became unusable when the interfering station in McKeesport began
broadcasting. The attempt to establish a circuit between WGY, WTIC, WABC,
WARM, KYW and FCC failed, thus disrupting communications. Benefiting from
this experience, a different link was chosen on 12 October which was succer'ful
in the time period in which the original attempt had failed.

Figures 31, 32, 33 and 34 illustrate four periods of data collection.
Figures 33 and 34 have special interest since they represent the only data
taken after the system modifications had been completed. Fig. 34 is an example
of a link that was in general not usable during the initial period of data
collection. An equipment failure at 1300 on 27 December cut short testing for
that day but data collected on 3 December in that time block is included.

Figures 35, 36 and 37 represent the compilation of all the data taken on
the respective links. Fig. 35 shows that a very low error rate can be expected
between 0600 and 1800 indicating that this circuit could be utilized to greatest
advantage during those hours. Fig. 36 depicts a night-time only link involving
WWAIA which can be expected to operate with a low error rate during the hours
that the link shown in Fig. 35 is for practical purposes unusable. The link
shown in Fig. 37 is reliable for almost the entire 24 hours, Therefore,
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I
considering just these three links, reliable communications could be
established between RADC and FCC for a full 24 hour period on two distinct
circuits.

Figures 38 and 39 represent the only usable data taken on return ciecuits
from FCC to RADC. The data is much poorer than was expected. An investigation
was initiated to determine the cause. In addition to the equipment problems
already discussed, the relay at WGY that keyed the telephone lines that carry
the information received at WjY to RADC was faulty and operated with output
distortion of 25-30 percent higher than the input distortion. Tis approaches
the maximum distortion that can be tolerated by the M-28 ASR and undoubtedly
contributed to the high error rate. With suitable modification circuits •fom
FCC to RADC can b( realized with the same reliability that the RADC to FCC
circuits have.

The error rates were tabulated in accordance with the percentage of
the total time that the particular error rate existed. The results were plotted
against error rate thresholds. This information is displayed in Fig. 40.
Note the figure indicates that approximately 40 percent of the total usable
circuit time had an error less than or equal to 1/1000.

Some additional data is presented in Appendix III.
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I
SECTION XIV

CONCLUSION

The project,, MF Survivable, was undertaken to prove the feasibility of
utilizing coiumercial broadcast stations to provide a survivable network for
teletype caomunications between users. With the design and instrumentation
of eleven stations, three fixed and one portable terminal, it was possible to
obtain data which proved the desired results.

During the period fran May, 1965 to January, 1966 teletype information
was sent between users over the network of stations utilizing the baseband
channel, + 18 cycle shift of the carrier. During this period of time no com-
plaints were received from the general public to indicate that there was any
interferene to normal broadcasting. In addition, the system proved that the
baseband channel could support 100 wpm teletype information without interfer-
ance to the normal broadcast material. The second teletype channel which
consisted of inserting a tone in the audio spectrum was tested at RADC utili-
zing radio station WUWN. The results were gratifying in that, though there
was degradation to the normal broadcast, there was no loss of intelligibility
which is of chief importance in an emergency situation.

The logic of the system as designed and incorporated into the network
proved the capability of simplex communications between terminals on a trace
route mode of operation. The logic also provided the capability of flooding
the system. In this situation all stations are used simultaneously to effect
communication between users. The flood mode of operation was tested success-
fully throughout the past eight months.

The testing of the trace mode of operation, depicted on the graphs, demon-
strates the connunications between terminals is possible around the clock by
utilizing various routes. The error rates of the various links are higher than
was originally anticipated in the network. This discrepancy is not the fault
of the system design. The high error rate, and at time in-operation of the
links, was chiefly caused by equipment not functioning the way anticipated.
Modifications were made to equipment and design in every station; however, this
was not completed until mid December of 1965. By this time, much of the data,
which is included in this report, had been taken on links that were not operating
at maximum efficiency. Due to the rigid time schedule of tl:c, programfurther
data collection was not possible; therefore, the data included in this report
does not represent the system as it is now operating.

The check-out procedure, which is now in operation, is successfully being
utilized to determine when various links are operational on a two-way basis.

The crystal oscillators, utilized in the + 18 cycle shift of the carrier,
proved during operation to provide the stability necessary to stay within FCC
regulations. The crystal-controlled receivers provided the necessary stability
although in certain instances greater receiver sensitivity was desired.
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Selection of the radio stations comprising the network is perhaps the
most important consideration. Factors that were considered included antenna
patterns, frequency allocations and radiated power of various radio stations
in the northeastern United States. Utilizing this data, stations were chosen
with the assistance of the FCC and an on-the-site survey was conducted. This
survey should include an experimental determination of the radio stations that
can be received and any interference problems that could arise in a teletype
network.

The network has proven its capability in emergency situations. A snow
storm which deposited up to eight feet of snow in New York State and through-
out most of the eastern United States had no known effect on system operation.
The check-out procedure was utilized to poll the various stations affected
with positive results. This system is designed so that it can be made com-
patible with any existing emergency network. Bitrance. into the network is
not limited to the three terminals. Any fixed or mobile terminal,- whether
air or ground, could, with a minimum of additional equipment, enter the net-
work for communications utilizing any communications media, such as HF, Tropo
or Line-of-Sight Microwave.
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APPENDIX I

A STUDY OF SURVIVABILITY FOR USE OF COMERCIAL

BROADCAST FACILITIES FOR EMFRGENCY DOD CCMMUNICATIONS

BY

EARL E. SELOVER

1. Survivability of the Network

The determination of design of a survivable system must be predicated
upon some threat to the system. This threat may be either man-made or natural.
The cost of the survivable system will vary with the threat which it is designed
to survive and the extent to which it is to survive. The cost is normally the
controlling factor as to the extent to which survivability is to be obtained,
This analysis will therefore evaluate cost as a function of survivability and
then the determination can be made as to the level of survivability that is
economically feasible.

The commercial broadcast stations to be incorporated into such a system
will have limited survivability based on emergency power generators and "fall-
outrt shelters. These facilities are part of the FCC Emergency Broadcast
System effort. The system survivability is to be obtained by employing the
individual stations as nodes of a distributed communications network. Exten-
sive work has been done under United States Air Force Project Rand on a store-
and-forward distributed communications system. This work has been published in
eleven volumes entitled: "On Distributed Communications" dated August 1964.
The system design for the MF Survivable Communications program was completed
in July of 1964 and is for a real time communications system but the informa-
tion on survivability contained in these Rand reports is directly applicable
to this program.

The system survivability of a distributed communications network is based
upon the redundancy level. See Figure 1 (a). The cost per terminal is also a
function of redundancy. See Figure 1 (b). The relative cost is based on a
unit cost per receive link and three units of cost for transmit function. This
ratio is based on coat data gained on the procurement of the test network. In
order to analyze the cost as it is affected by survivability we must make some
assumptions of the design limit on a survivability curve. Such a curve is shown
on page 7 of Volume 1 of the Rand reports. The design limit selected was that
for which ninety percent of the Surviving stations remain in communications
with each other. (See Fig. 1) This point is selected because it is at the knee
of the curve. Values greater than ninety percent would result in a high prob-
ability of error due to the limited accuracy of the simulation technique used
to gain the curve data or due to the basic assumption of uniform destruction
probability used in the simulation. If less than ninety percent of the sur-
viving stations remain in communications, the redundancy required for survivable
entrance to the network will tend to increase. There will be an optimum trade-
off point resulting from the increased network cost to keep a higher percentage
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of surviving stations in communications on one hand and increased network
entrance cost resulting from a lowering of percentage on the other hand.
The optimum trade-off point will depend upon the relative cost of a tech-
nique to obtain a survivably independant connection from each of the users •
in the network to a number of the network nodes.

The relative cost per station as a function of single node probability
of survival in obtained by combining Figure I (b) and the ninety percent data
from the survivability curve in the Rand report. Figure 3 (a) was obtained
in this manner and as such reflects the relative cost per station required
to provide that ninety percent of the surviving stations will remain in
communications with each other. The curve is obtained by plotting the cost,
(Figure 1 (b)), for each redundancy number against the appropriate single
station probability of destruction from the survivability curve of the Rand
report (Fig. 2). The appropriate value being that value of single station
probability of survival that corresponds to the ninety percent point on the
particular redundancy curve. This ninety percent point is the point where
ninety percent of the surviving stations are in ccmiunication with each
other.

2. Survivability of Network Entrance

In order for the communications system to survive, the users of the net-
work must be able to get into the network. It is assumed that each user will
connect into one or more of the commercial broadcast stations that make up
the network. The probability of any one of these conditions being in the
ninety percent of the surviving stations that are tied together is 0.9X. The
value of X is the value of the single station probability of survival. The
quantity (l-0.9X) is the probability that any one connection will be destroyed.
The probability that all the connections will be destroyed is (1-0.9X)n where
n is the numbeV of connections. The probability that there will be at least
one link into the surviving network is 1- (l-0.gX)n 2. The curves associated
with this expression are shown in Figure 3 (b). Thus Figures 3 (a) and (b)
provide the capability of determining the relative cost of a station, the
redundancy required in the network and the number of connections each user
must have into the network. This can be determined from knowing the single
station probability of destruction and the required probability that two users
in the network will be able to communicate with each other.

3. The Queuing Problem

The surrivable conmunications system that would be established on a
distributed communications network basis will have an original capability
much greater than the minimum usable capability. There are potential occur-
rences that would create a need for such a survivable caenicatione system
under conditions that would not have destroyed any of the network. The
queuing problem will be evaluated for both the undisturbed network and the
riaximum disturbed network. Various levels of operation are practical between
these two extremes, but the operation at such levels would be controlled by a
form of system discipline. No additional design appears to be required to
facilitate the transfer between levels.
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The over-build requirement necessary to obtain a minimal capability in
the worst situation could provide a fully connected network in the beat sit-
uation. Such a fully conne ted network would not have a queue problem except
as limited by the terminal acility. If the terminal facility were to be
limited, then a queue would }- established. This queue would result in a
probable delay as indicated in Figure 4 (2). This curve is based on data
from "Finite Queuing Tables" by L.G. Peck and R.N. Hazelwood. 2 This table
assumes a Poisson input and an exponential distribution of lengths for the
messages being transmitted. The significant advantage to be gained by a
second on-line terminal equipment is obvious in this situation.

The extreme situation in the direction of a large number of network nodes
being destroyed in the moot critical situation. As the amount of destruction
approaches the value for which the network would cease to be connected, a
large number of communications bottlenecks will occur. This bottleneck sit-
uation shows itself in the Rand report by a sharp reduction in the "Largest
Fraction of Stations in Communications" with a small increase in probability
that the individual nodes will be destroyed. This bottleneck situation
results in two major problems. First, the finding of an available route by
search technique will be extremely time-consuming and second, the number of
channels through the network Will be extremely limited. In such a case, the
usefulness of the network in a trace route mode is extremely doubtful. For
such a situation the network must be considered a single shared channel which
is used on a flood address basis so that it can serve only one user at a time.
The probability that a user will be delayed in an attempt to use this single
channel network is shown in Figure 4 (b). Frcm this curve, it is easy to see
that the network users must be strongly disciplined. The number of users in
the network that can initiate messages must be very limited as well as the
frequency and duration of the messages that are to be transmitted over the
network.

4. Network Discipline

It is anticipated that this comnunications system, (if, and when, placed
into operation), will have extensive requirements placed upon it. Such require-
ments could result in the communications system becoming overloaded and in-
effective. Such an overload might not be apparent until too late. Network
discipline technique will help prevent such overload situations. The ultimate
limit of such control is to provide each user with a time slot during which he
is allowed to communicate. The use of less severe regulations, such as priority
and override, are also quite practical.

The users of the system must limit acquisition of the system. It is not
anticipated that this system will be used as a standard mode of communications;-
therefcre tlere 0ill be no experience factor telling the operators that they
have vast capabilities available to them by this mode. By the same token, the
control of the user terminals could be in a command post type situation to
further stress that it is not just another mode of communication. The most
positive method is, of course, to provide receive-only facilities that make it
impossible to enter the system. Where two-way communications is a limited
requirement, the system can be so configured that once such a receiving station
had been addresscd and provided the proper character sequence code it could then
initiate a message into the networi'. Selected users of the network could be
restricted to a limited part of the network and thereby insure that the remainder
of the network would not become overloaded by the potential lack of discipline.
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The usere of the system must limit the time period for each transmission
as well am lixdting the number of transmissions. The time period can be mini-
mized by such techniques as using code words rather than wordy messages.
Protection can be provided against accidental misuse by automatically turnirg
off the system after a short time from initiation of a message.

References
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APP1INDIX II

A STUDY CF SIMULTANEOUS TRAN~MISSION OF VOICE AND

TELETYPE OVER AM RADIO BROADCAST STATIONS

BY

JOHN N. ENTZMINGOR

1. Teletype Over Radio Broadcast Stations

The problem we are considering is that of simultaneous transmission of
audio and teletype information over normal AM radio broadcasting stations in
the band 535 - 1605 kHz.

Since hypersonic (beyond audibility) modulation would create sidebands
that would interfere with reception on adjacent channels only infrasonic
(below audibility) modulation remains if messages are to be transmitted
without causing noticeable noise in the audio portion of the broadcast. It
has been showen that 60 wpm, + 18 cps, FSK of the carrier produces no notice-
able noise in the audio band.- There are now in the development and testing
stages for 487L, coherent FSK systems, which offer the advantage of decreased
bandwidth, coherent carrie- detections and synchronous teletype operation.
It appears that modifications of these may be capable of rates of 100 to 200
wpm in this infrasonic band without interfering with the audio band and
would also give considerable improvement (measured 13-15 db) over non-coherent,
non-synchronous FSK. The use of existing impulse noise suppression techniques
will also give additional improvement.

Since there remains the continuing need for higher data rates and full
duplex operation, we have investigated the possibility of inserting a tele-
type channel in the audio portion of the band. (The AM transmitting bandwidth
is flat from 100-5Q000 cps with amplitude modulation of at least 85 to 95 per-
cent.) Two methods of doing this are immediately obvious (1) Notch out a
portion of the audio frequencies and insert an FSK tone at a frequency and
level which is tolerable to the home listener. (2) Add the teletype signalto
the audio as a spread spectrum noise and re-correlate at the receiver using a
matched filter.

Voice plus teletype equipment is readily availat - because of its use
on telephone lines, whereas the spread spectrum approach would require develop-
ment and be much more expensive. Experiments at RADC (1) on masking of speech
by pure tones and random noise indicate that masking with random noise is some
30 db superior to masking with pure tones. This is shown in Fig. 1.

For an intelligibility of 90 percent a speech to random noise ratio of
+ 7 db is required while a speech to tone ratio can be as great as - 35 db,
depending on tone frequency. Since in spread spectrum as much energy would
have to be put into the pseudo noise as would be required in the tone for
the same level of performance, this indicates that the noise would be more
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objectionable than a tone even with a spreading factor of 20 db. While we
are not concerned with masking by tones at much higher levels than the voice
level, this does indicate a trend that noise is much more objectionable than
tones to the listener. For this and economic reasons, it appears that mod-
ulation of the carrier by a frequency-shIfted tone is the better of the two.

It remains, however, to determine the moat optimum tone frequency to use.
An experiment as outlined in Appendix I, wms conducted to determine the rel-
ative annoyance of tones as a function of frequencies. The conclusion from
this experiment is that the lower audio frequencies are much less annoying.
The curve of equal annoyance followed, very closely, the saame shape as pub-
lished curves of hearing acuity and equal loudness (see Figs. 2,3, 4) and are
in agreement with similar experiments using bands of noise. (Ref. 2,3 and 4.)

Another factor which indicates the desirability of using low frequency
tones (100 - 400 cps) is the frequency response of typical AM radios. The
response of a number of table models, portable radios and car radios were
measured and reported in Appendix II. (See Fig. I-1) This data indicates
the sharp fall-off withlow frequencies of table and portable radios. Car
radios, however, are quite flat across the audio spectrum. Since this tele-
type channel in the voice band would most probably be used during emergencies
and during nuclear attacks when commercial power has failed, most of the pop-
ulation would be using transistorized portables with a very poor low frequency
response.

One factor which should be remembered, is the resonant frequencies of
the rooms which contain the radio. In the simplest single frequency condition
the room behaves as a short organ pipe resonant at a frequency at which the
room length is one-half wavelength. (5)

Any enclosure of dimensions L, W, H is characterized by an infinite
series of resonant frequencies given by the Rayleigh equation

1130 !2 + B2  + c2]1/2

f=-E-

Where A, B and C are 0, 1, 2, 3---------------
1130

For the room length L, in feet, the lowest frequency is f a=--

For a small room 15.3t x ll.Ot x 8.2( the first 20 resonances range from 36
to 137 cps with peaks of 12-25 db occurring below 100 cps. Furniture, drapes,
rugs, people and the type of wall board in the room affect these peaks and
valleys quite severely. (5) With this note of caution, it appears that the
best choice of tone frequency lies in the range of 150 to 300 cps.

Fig. 5 shows the relative frequency power distribution of speech (6) and
Fig. 6,the effects of high and low pass-filtering on articulation. (7, 8, 9).
It is apparent from these that although a great deal of the energy of speech
is contained in the first 300 - 400 cps, the articulation is affected very
little by filtering this out. This is the case in telephone communications
where the bandwidth is approximately 300 - 3000 cps. Since a great deal of
the speech power lies in this range below 300 - 400 cps, a high-pass filter
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removing this band would allow a good portion of the power to be put into
the tone and yet not over-modulate the transmitter or force the broadcast
station to reduce its audio level from what it was prior to inserting the
filter and tone.
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I
I Annoyance Level Of Tones

An experiment was conducted to determine the relative annoyance of
tones of different frequencies when these tones are superimposed on AM
radio broadcasta.

The experiment was set up as in Fig. I-i. The tape recording con-
sisted of several network news broadcasts recorded from local stations
using an R-389 receiver with 8 ku bandwidth. The tones used, and the
order in which they were presented, were as follows:

1200
200

2000
400

3000
800

4OOo
1000
5000

Each subject was instructed identically according to the following guide-
lines:

Background:

Try to imagine yourself in the following situation:

The Nation is in a state of energency - Your only source of
inforiation is your AM broadcast receiver over which you are
receiving Presidential addresses, news broadcasts and Civil
Defense inf ormntion.

In the background, over your receiver, you will hear a tone.
This tone is carrying teletype information vital to the
Nation's defense.

Objectt

Try to find a level of tone which if arn louder would be annoying
to you if it were present all the time over your receiver under the con-
ditions above.

Procedure:

1. Tone off - Adjust the sound level of the news broadcaster to that
which you consider comfortable.
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2. Tone on

Turn the tone up as loud as it will go, then turn it down to a
moderate level and leave it there for about half a minute.

3. Depending on whether or not the first half-minute was definitely
annoying, turn the tone to a higher or lower level for another
half-minute, and so on, until 4 or 5 half-minute judgments have
been made.

4. With the tone at the highest level which you think is not arnnying,
leave it there for about a minute and then make a final adjusitent
or not as you wish.

An approximate audio level without tone was obtained from the
Ballantine 302B meter which has a highly damped meter response. This
meter was checked with a HP 34OOA True RMS voltmeter and found to be
within + 1 db. The tone level into the PDR-8 headphones was obtained
from thb HP 400L VTVM and the attenuator setting.

The data is tabulated in Table 1-1 and the average annoyance
level referred to the audio level is plotted in Fig. 1-2. The PDR-8
headphones were calibrated with a W.E. 640AA microphone and their
response is shown in Fig. 1-3. The deviation of the PDR-8ts from a
flat response is included in the data in Table I-1 and Fig. 1-2.

The data indicates that the lower frequencies are less annoying
than the higher frequencies. It is also noted that the equal annoyance
curve follows very closely the shape of the equal loudness curves of
Fig. 4. This is in agreement with other experimenters (2, 3, 4).

I Reference is made to Table I-i. Table I-1, in Mr. Entzmingerls
original report, is a tabulation of the data presented in Fig. 1-2.
It has been omitted in this appendix.
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II Frequency Response Of AM Radios

The frequency response of various AM radios was measured by modulating
the carrier of an RF signal generator with a tone and detecting the speaker
output of the radio with a calibrated microphone as shown in Fig. I-1. The
results are tabulated in Table 11-12 and the average response is shown in
Fig. 11-2. Two car radios were also tested and their response is indicated
as typical car radio response on Fig. 11-2.

It is noted that table model and transistor radios with approximately
41" speakers are down in response at 100 cps by about 35 db and are down
approximately 14 db at 200 cps. Car radio$, however, are typically flat
from 100 cps to 7-8 kHz and one would expect that higher quality radios
using larger speakers such as AM tuners feeding a Hi-Fi system would also
have a response similar to car radios.

For emergency conditions with AC power off, most of the population
mould have to resort to portable transistorized radios having a response
no better than that shown in Fig. 11-2.

2 Reference is made to Table II-1. Table 11-1, in Mr. Entzmingerls original
report, is a tabulation of the data presented in Fig. 11-2. It has been
omitted in this appendix.
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APPiOIiX Ill

ADDITIOIA ], DATA

During the period while this r(.port was being, reviewed, (that is the
time between writing and publication), a limited time was available for the
collection of additional data. It was felt that some positive evidence was
necessary to substantiate the claim that the equipment modification anid
alignment that was made during and after the initial pe-riod of data collec-
tion had in fact the desired effect of improving the error rate. Two
circuits were chosen for comparison. The first circuit was the RADC-WGY-
WHIM-FCC circuit which was very reliable in the initial data collection
period. Data taken during May 1966 is shown 5n Fjg. III-1. The dotted line
represents data taken on the same circuit duringr the initial period. (See Fig.
37) The two graphs compare favorably with an improvement in periods of
previously high error rates. The second circuit was the FCC-WThP-KYW-WAJ4-WABt-
UTIC-WGY-RADC circuit. This circuit was unuseable due to equipment instability
problems. Data taken in May 1966 after modification of the equipment is
displayed in Fig. 111-2. This error rate is considered useable for emergency
communications.
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